
MILISAV ŠAPIĆ

A seasoned 29-year-old developer with 6 years of expertise in web development. 
Proficient in JavaScript, PHP, HTML, and CSS, I've transitioned from support consultancy to
crafting premium WordPress themes for ThemeForest. Currently excelling as a Creative
Developer in UI/UX solutions, I'm eager to contribute my skills to dynamic projects. I have
embraced the challenge of learning React, further expanding my toolkit to stay at the forefront
of web development trends.

+381 63 721 2251

JavaScript

CREATIVE DEVELOPER

PHONE

sapicmi l isav@gmai l .com
EMAIL

Belgrade,  Serbia
LOCATION

www.sapicmi l isav .com
WEBSITE

PHP

HTML / CSS

WordPress 

UI/UX

React (In progress..)

English (Reading)

WORK EXPERIENCE//  

CREATIVE DEVELOPERMAR 2021 - 
NOW Qode Themes

I am deeply engaged in the conceptualization and implementation of UI/UX
solutions for our WordPress themes. This involves collaborating with cross-
functional teams to translate design concepts into seamless and intuitive
user interfaces. My focus extends beyond coding, encompassing user
experience optimization, responsive design, and the integration of emerging
technologies.

WEB DEVELOPERSEP 2018 - 
FEB 2021 Qode Themes

I played a pivotal role in creating premium WordPress themes showcased on
ThemeForest. My responsibilities included not only coding themes but also
staying abreast of industry trends to ensure the themes met the latest
standards. This role allowed me to refine my skills in PHP, HTML, and CSS,
while also exposing me to the intricacies of theme development and
customization.

SUPPORT CONSULTANTMAR 2018 -
AUG 2018 Qode Themes

I developed a strong foundation in troubleshooting and client interaction. 
I was responsible for addressing user queries, resolving technical issues, and
providing comprehensive support solutions. This experience not only
sharpened my problem-solving skills but also instilled a customer-centric
approach that I carry with me in every aspect of my work.

PROFILE //  CONTACTS//  

SKILLS//  

LANGUAGES//  

FACULTY OF INFORMATICS AND COMPUTING |
SINGIDUNUM UNIVERSITY

2018-2022

2013-2017

Bachelor of  Science in Information Technology

SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGIENEERING |
UNIVERSITY OF BELGRADE
Completed f irst  and second year

EDUCATION//  

Troubleshooting

Problem-solving

Responsive design

English (Writing)

English (Conversation)


